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NEW WORLD RECORD SET FOR DISTANCE - 21.5 MILES

-.

:;

Hereford, Texas ... April 13, 1970 . For a long time
now I have planned a thermal flight from the Hereford
Municipal Airport to the Canyon Airport .•. a straight
line distance of 21 . 5 miles . .~fter I had completed the
KURWI 68 purchased from Willoughby Enterprises this
Spring, I spent as much time as possible to get acquainted with this beautiful R/C glider. Th is sailplane has
the qualities I have been looking for .. It has a fine
L/D factor, plus it will climb on the weakest up currents
and added to this, a foetor which is very much help on
real long flights . •... it has fine stability. 6. lthough I
had more experience with the stock balsa and silk wings,
I elected to try my own foam wings covered with KromeKote paper for the World's Record Trials as I feel they
offer o slight increase in performance ... better L/D . .
Prior to the Record Flight o good day (rare this time
of year in this part of Texas because of the spring w inds)
would find me in the back of my pick- up truck going
down the rood on practice flights. I had made three
flights worthy of mention, each progressively longer
prior to this date . All going down the track toward
Canyon, each ending with o landing on the shoulder of
Hiwoy 60 . First a distance of 9.5 miles, then 18.2 mi
then 18.4 miles. The lost flight was short of the declared goal and therefore not a record.
On .¥\\pril 13, with all the necessary officials required for the World's Record Attempt, we proceeded
to the Hereford .A.irport. The Contest Director was Bill
Dennis from Amarillo, with Key Crawford and Reverend
Bob Wi II ioms as witnesses. Although the temperature
was c lose to 70°F, the wind was "whistling Dixie" and
gusting about 15 kts, and these conditions had me in
doubt. I know that the thermals would be tied in knots
at low a ltitudes, and could be expected to reach a good
ve Ioc ity of around 15 fps as they went higher. Bare Iy
able to hold the KURW I down in that wind, I launched
with the electric winch using 900ft of #12 nylon line.
It was pretty hairy on the tow and even with full down
trim the wings bent :~l::mningly under the strain.
A kind word here about my winch operator is in
order.
He is Wylie Thomas. He also serves as driver/
navigator. For those attempting this type of gliding,
this is an important man. He must be able to operate
the winch satisfactorily in all different wind conditions,
and once the model is airborne, set the winch out quite
quickly so as to pick up the pilot before the glider has
flown too far down wi.n d. He must then quickly navigate the truck down a pre-determined track and keep
up with the airborne glider without dislodging the
pilot from his perch in the back of the truck as he goes
around corners and over rough spots. Wylie not only
does a great job as winch operator/truck driver, but has
been very much a source of encouragement to me •

..

Back to the flight •. the KURW I is now at low
altitude after release from the tow, and I am about
to give up when I suceed in catching some lift the
last minute. We all pile into the pickup truck and
are off. Onto Hiway 60, I trim right circle and let
the KURW I 68 take care of itself until we manage to
catch up to it. The wind direction looks good.
About a mile away from the airport, the KU i~ W I is
slightly north and climbing slowly as we come under
it and slow down. We are moving briskly along
with the following wind. Soon the glider gains
altitude faster in stronger thermals. Using this
thermal to the best advantage, I soon hove the bird
up to MVA - Maximum Visible Altitude - all the
time circling.
Now I turn it down wind and we have to accelerate to 60 mph to keep up with the glider. I crank
in full down trim but its still climbing. Suddenly,
it vanishes in front of my eyes. People con hear me
hollering "Where is it?" for miles around, but my
companions have lost it too. I feel completely helpless so I look down at my Kraft transmitter to check
RF output on the meter (its o.k.) and I wonder what
to do. The thought of this happening hasn't entered
my head. I know from experience that this KURWI
won't spin and more than I ikely it wouldn't come
down in the booming thermal itwas in anyway. So
we maintain the some speed in the cor down the Hi
way, so I try some full left rudder and full down
trim (not wonting the wings to separate from the
fuse lage like Dale Willoughby's did in Norway)
and despe r Jte ly scan the approximate area where it
disappeared. After an eternity .•. really a few minutes ..•. the KURWI suddenly appears in the same
relative area of sky ..•. producing many sighs of
relief. Gently I guide the glider out of the spiral
and head down wind.
The check points go by quickly now with the
KURWI climbing to MVA on each therm:~l and then
proceeding to the next thermal with down trim. We
round the last curve about o mile from the declared
goal and I have enough a}titude to glide straight to
the airport if necessary. However, when we arrive
out in the center of the airport, the KUKWI is still
quite high and so I head it back into the wind with
full down trim so to maintain my position over the
airport. I hear Bob Williams holler to a couple of
men nearby that the flight from Hereford is a NEW
WORLD'S RECORD. This comment urges me to do a
loop before making a tight turn to a landing about
fifty feet away from where I dismounted from the
pick -up truck ..•• a very satisfying feeling .....
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Glider: KURWI 68 with Elite Model Mfg foam wings
R/C Equipment: Kroft KP-6 Gold Medal Series
Launch: Hereford airport -- 1:40 pm CST
Landing: Canam airport - 2:36 pm CST
Time Enroute: 56 minutes - Average speed: 23 mph
Straight Line Distance Claimed: 21.5 statute miles
P . S. -Dale, thanks for your help in sending the FAI
rules and all the encouragement, and I can assure you
that if this claim for a new World's Record for FAI
Class F3B -Category 25 is accepted, it will not stand
long. I feel that 100 miles is just around the corner.
We have been Iook i ng at the charts for a good route .
• •

• o ••

Gerald Martin, Box 824, Hereford TX •••.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

READY TO PLUG IN AND GLIDE KURWI 68

WINGS

FOAM WINGS COVERED WITH BUFF COLORED 12 POINT KROME KOTE PAPER - 115" span
Identical to those used by Gerald Martin who claimed new FAI World Record Distance Mark of 21.5 miles .

Wings Only $29.95

PLUS TRANSPORTATION COSTS

Complete Kurwi 68 Kits available from W ILLOUGHBY ENTERPRISES, TUSTIN, CA 92680
· • • •. • · .Other R/C glider wings in our Engineering Department- Write for more details •...•....•..•

· (om pony
El .1te ModefM anu factur1ng

~03 AVENUE .. E ..
HEREFORD, Tx 7904!5
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Rules

Fever!

Rules fever is developing in the fascinating sport of
radio controlled thermal soaring. R/C soaring apparently is ripe to be regulated.
But what is "regulated"? One definition is Webster's
"is to make regular, uniform, methodical .. " How inviting ... If rules are of true value they enhance rather than
merely regulate.
Current proposals suggest that thermal soaring competition must be defined within very narrow Iim its .... that
the freedom symbolized by the graceful beauty of long
soaring wings must be clipped to conformity. Most major
proposals, including the new FAI Provisional rules, specify repetition of one basic task which combines duration
and landing precision. This task .•. in any of its proposed variations ... is a·re::~sonable one, a challenging
one, and a competitive one. But • . . that it is only ONE
is the problem. A notable exception is the Harbor Slope
Soaring Society proposal which supplements the basic
duration/spot landing task with a distance event. This
is a marked improvement.
Historically, aero model Iing competition has offered
a single flight parameter for a given type vehicle: Freeflight duration, Control line speed, R/C pylon, R/C
Pattern, etc . As with any background, automatic response to any new problem is the imposition of a "proven"
formulae. Unfortunately, this is what most of the pub1ished R/C thermal soaring rules represent: an expedient,
stereotyped reaction.
The radio controlled, thermal sailplane is a versatile
machine and deserves better than unimaginative competition. Development of rules should be accepted as a
challenge and undertaken with the philosophy of creating
something really new and exciting. An en Iightened approach could result in an "R/C Soaring Competition · · ··
Guide" 1 consisting of numerous, proven tasks and variations .. .• a shopping list for a Contest Director .. "building blc~ks" to be selected and combined to define a unique program, suited to the location, weather, and expected attendance for any given contest.
The "R/C Soaring Competition Guide" can represent
the experience and best thinking of active clubs and individuals throughout the country •... or world. It can be
a collection of many contest tasks for duration, for altitude, for speed, distance, spot landing, precision time,
etc., as well as incorporate suggestions for aerobatics,
scale and other speciality events. Each task in the Guide
would offer a complete description of the event, its philosophy and scoring.
A typical contest developed from the Guide mighf
call for four flight tasks:
Duration - 15 minute maximum
Task I

Task II
Task Ill
Task IV

pcge 5

C lased Course Distance
Spot Landing
Closed Course Speed

Other programs might be Maximum Average Distance for a given number of flights, plus a Task for
Spot Landing vs. Precision Time; or Tasks for Altitude and Speed; or certainly just pure Duration.
The potential combinations would be limitless.
Each contest could be a fresh, new challenge,
rather than just a repetition of last month's exercise in monotony . Assuming that many contests
will impose a one sailplane/one wing ruling, this
approach to competition will produce real champions as well as designs that reflect true genius,
rather than highly specialized freaks or look-alikes.
The luck factor wi ll be minimized to non-existence.
The "R/C Soaring Competition Guide" can be
a reality. It can be created by the AMA R/C
contest Board. The Board can act directly or delegate the assignment to a committee of interested
and active soaring competition enthusiasts. The
Board or Committee would act as a clearing house.
soliciting and distributing ideas_ .. ... establishing a central point for exchanging information .
In very little time, the first edition of the "R/C
Soaring Competition Guide" could be issued ...
looseleaf sheets reproduced on order and at cost
with supplements as necessary. Proposed tasks
from all sources could be evaluated in the field
by all sources. As experience is gained , the Guide
can become a formal document by incorporating
"official" Tasks as well as "provisiona l" events
and thereby continue to be a dynamic source of
contest inspiration and definition.
The concept of the Competition Guide approach
to thermal sai Iplane contest rules works ... and
works well. It has been developing and it has
been in practice for almost two years in the Santa
Clara Valley/San Francisco Bay area of California .
The multi-task concept has been tested, modified,
and proven in regular monthly contests the year
round .
There is little reason to relegate the R/C
Thermal sailplane .into just a guided duration
machine .
Le Gray, P. 0. Box 187
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Editor's Note - While Mr . Gray has had extensive experience in thermal soaring, and is concerned about that phase, I feel there are others on the
West Coast with 5fope Soaring experience who
could contribute their knowledge to the Guide.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

WhirlingL~~ish:~~n~~:.~~~es
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or Whirlwinds, coli o Dust Devil .!J:hatever you

Iike but the end product is the same; tons of I ift generated in an enormous
cyclonic-! ike winds. In the past there has been much controversy as to the
of the Dust Devil.
In 1966, Peter Sinclair finished his Doctoral thesis at the University
subject. I have relied heavily upon his work for much of the following
great energy of these rather predictable atmospheric disturbances can
sailplane pilots, a whole new realm of flying may be realized.
Basically, a dry thermal updraft develops into vorticies, which
selves because the swirling air pulls in more warm surface air and
in most cases the insurge of warm air accelerates the effect. The
seems to be in low areas such as dry river beds or washes. If there
the newly formed dust devil will accelerate to the speed of the
the top end leading the way or bending down wind. This is
whether you are attempting to avoid or to enter the upper
Not all Dust ~viis move, however, There was a story

Arabia desert which stayed in the location of a sand pile.

fcrsh ion by
cause and effect

of t~rizona on that
information. If the
be uti I ized by model
in turn magnify themperpetuat,es the motion,
most frequ,e nt occurrences
is any indicental wind,
environme1ntal wind with
important t•::l remember
currents of Cl Dust Devil .
of one formed in the Saudi

The updrafts siphoned away a

cubic yard of sand an hour until a bull dozer was parked at its
base and broke up the whirling
wind pattern. Another aspect which may effect your soaring
flight in the immediate area
surrounding our swirling "friend" is a strong movement
downward of cooler air .... .
this can make for BIG SINK.
Just as the direction of rotation of the Dust Devil is
debatable (most scientists
feel they turn counter-clockwise as a result of the Earth 's
rotation), so is i~he relative
usefulness of this phenomena to the model sailplane pilot---~
Several times f have relied upon Dust Devils in
full scale sail planes for some
welcome lift, but I use a rule of thumb which dictates ~.) that no dust Devi l! will be entered
below 1,000 ft above the ground:: Even though
~
turbulence smooths out a bit as the
altitude incr.eases, I have had some very bumpy rides
~
)
in Dust Devils thc>usands of feet
above the ground. However, I feel that if a Dust
(.______./
Devil can be ent•~red properly by
a model glider, it can be used briefly for a momentar~ altitude gain. Or, even as long as
the glider holds together and the pilot elects to ride
~
it out.
This time of the year (Springtime) is the time for ~
such disturbances, irhe season is
changing and the air !s becoming more and more ~ unstable. This chan!~ing, plus the
fact that surface temperatures are daily rising
should provide fertil•~ ground for
the spawning of Dust Devils.
Dale Willoughby tells me that he has flown
a I<Urwi 33 R/C glide~r through Dust
Devils and he insists that they must be hit squarely
in the center by the ~Jiider, even so,
be prepared to feed in down elevator.
In experiments, I have watched several hand
launch gliders of my own whisked out of
sight in a matter of seconds by Dust Devils here ,.........-,...;;~-~
in Tucson: so far I have not had the
opportunity to "hook" one at a safe altitude
~=====:=::r~with either of my R/C Scrilplanes. My
recommendations are:
1. Be at a safe altitude when you force
your R/C sailplane to enter the Dust Devil.
clock-wise approach it in an arch moving
2. If the Dust De vi I is moving counter- ~.;:.::::=::=
,.........._
to the left so as to enter it with the rotation.
3. When experimenting, use your best
model with penetrating capabilities.

s

=__.)

_____

-----

~~~

Dust Devils

turn to page 11
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ZEFIR 2 R.C. SCALE SAILPLANE
tion of each former lightly with pencil. Begin cementing at Former #3 and join the two longerons simultaneously. Work toward the rear, wrapping each station
with rubber bands, making sure they are square with
each longeron and properly aligned. Use white glue
(Elmer's or Wilhold) as the adhesive for joining balsa
to hardwood and plywood to hardwood. You will
find they will adhere better than cellulouse cements.
Cement Formers #2 and # 1 last, then add the top &
bottom longerons which are 1/8" square spruce. A
word here about spruce. Don't buy spruce that has
a very distinctive grain running on a diagonal thru
the piece. It has no shear strength and will break
upon a hard landing, whether it is used in thefuselage
or in the wing. Using a white glue also affords the
time to check the alignment of the fuselage from time
to time ••••. don't build in a left circle ....•...••
If you are unable to buy spruce in 48" lengths it
wi II be necessary to splice as shown on the plans.
Next add the nose block, and when dry carve to shape.
Note the details on the scale sketches show the nose
block is detachable with the canopy, however, this
feature was not designed into the model, due to the
length of the canopy available. Now add the wing
saddle blocks, # 19 and #20 and carve to fit the curvature of the fuselage, remembering that the whole
fuselage is sheeted. Next add the rudder post, #11
to the fuselage. Construct the fin on the plans adding
the fin ribs in sequence, then mount to the fuselage.
Do the same for the rudder and when dry sand to a
streamline shape, add hinges and lay aside to dry well.
You will find that additional rudder area is ev :ident,
in comparison with the scale drawings. The absence
of ailerons made it imperative. Next cut out the servo
tray, which serves to strengthen the center section of
the fuselage, make a dry fit of the servos to be used,
then remove the servos and add the tray (1/8" ply)
to the center of the fuselage. We advise the pushrods
be installed prior to sheeting the fuselage. On the
FUSELAGE
prototype ZEFIR 2, we installed a real neat wheel for
cushioning the landing, which had a telescoping spring
action, between Formers #4 and #5. It alsmost is like
Start by cutting out all the formers. This can
the scale wheel on the prototype. It was mounted on
easily be accomplished by pasting the former patterns
cut from the plans to the specified size balsa or plya piece of 1/8" plywood with a sheet metal bracket
wood with rubber cement. The dime store offers a 29c to retain the wheel. It is non-steerable. Originally
bottle which is sufficient for this purpose. Use it also it was a steerable tail wheel made in Germany and
is available from TECHNICSALES, P.O. Box 2233,
for the ribs. After they are cut out, both the paper
and the rubber cement adhesive is removed by rubbing. Alhambra, CA., 91803 for $11.95. Ask for the one
called Cushion-A ire. It has a 1 5/8" wheel and tire.
Next taper the 3/32" x 1/8" spruce side longerons to
It looks nice, but the installation required sore modia 1/16" thickness at the rear, then marking the posiThe Polish SZD 19-2A has long been a favorite
of the Editor, and is presented this month with the
hope that others, too, will like this sleek appearing
sailplane. The full size ZEFIR 2 is a leading Open
Class competition sailplane which won the 1963
World Championship. Featuring a retractable wheel/
tow hook unit, a reclining pilot position, slotted flaps
and was one of the first to use the tail parachute for
braking. It was my pleasure to see the only one in
United States land at Skylark Field, Elsinore, under
the pilotage of Jerry Austin early in 1967. His ship
was extensively damaged in competition in Utah and
since a new fuselage will cost in the neighborhood of
$4,000 delivered from Poland, it is unlikely that it
will fly again.
f\n abundance of scale detail is provided in this
issue and in conjunction with the full size plans presented, it is possible to build a well detailed scale
model which will not only look good, but will fly as
well.
I will admit that some liberties were taken with
the model sailplane in that it is not in every detail
true scale. However, this is common with many R/C
scale models ..•. supposedly to provide better flying
qualities •... which is not always so.
This model ZEFIR 2 is easily constructed from the
materials most model shops stock; has only 9 formers
and a stalwart pair of strong spruce stringers on the
sides and spruce top and bottom longerons. This
same technique of hardwood frame with balsa sheeting
and the use of more balsa to streamline and to round
off the corners is very prevalent in Europe. Most of
the kits I have imported and sold embody this method
of construction. The wings are the same type of
building ••••• using the "D" box section for strength.
Study the exploded step-by-step building instructions
first to become acquainted with this method of construction.
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fication of the keel and Former #4 and Hs. At this
point I am not sure it is worth the effort for general
everyday flying. Build a spruce box around the wheel
assembly to keep out the dirt and strengthen the fuselage at. that critical point. Before sheeting the fuselage entirely, build the stab and install the linkaQe
to the control surfaces. Likewise with the rudder.
Rubber bands, masking tape and slow drying cement
are essential to get the sheet on the fuselage properly.

RADIO INSTALLATION
No specific instructions are given for the radio
instal lotion. However, if the total airborne weight
is under 10 ounces, it might be wise to bond some
light-weight fiberglass cloth to the nose and keel
after the sheeting is on and sanded. With the long
moment arm, weight in the form of strength is very
permissable. So fiberglass the nose area and still
have a fairly low wing loading.

WINGS & STABILIZER
TEST FLYING
While the fuselage is drying, lay out the wings.
They are simple to buitd, once the ribs have been cut
out. Again I recommend the use of rubber cement for
this task .... cut two ribs at a time. The airfoil is an
old free flight section called the RAF 32. It was used
on Ira Achey's scale SKYLARK 4 and so' I am told, was
used recently on the new Sterling Models kit of the
Schweizer 1-34. There is only 5° dihedral in each
wing panel. You may make either o one piece wing
or o two piece wing ..•.. depending upon your mode
of transportation •.•. although the wingspan is only
88 inches. Of course, the one piece wing is stronger
for less weight overall. We recommend the use of only
rudder and elevator for this R/C glider.
·
Cut the ribs from a good firm gr:~de of balsa wood,
and try to buy 48 inch lergth spruce for all the spars ~s
this saves splicing. Construct both wings flat, adding
the ribs in sequence by number to the leading edge.
Then odd the spars and finally the trailing edge. Both
wing panels appear on the plans so there is no chance
of bui lding two identical wing panels. Wh~n complete
ly dry, remove from the plans and add the sheet balsa
leading edges on both top and bottom. Next add the
balsa webbing that makes this wing so strong .•.. be:..
tween each rib. Add ·the webbing of 3/32" balsa out
to rib #65, then switch to 1/16" thickness afterward.
The center section is sheeted with hard 1/16" balsa
after the two panels are joined. Before cementing t~e
fuselage fiaring blocks to the wing; bond some fiberglass tope to the joint all way round. Now carve the
fuselage fairing blocks to rough shape, making sure they
match the contour of the top of the wing. If a two
piece wing is desired, ·these fuselage fairing blocks
must be split in hal( The fuselage rubber bands are
then crossed and hold the wing on quite well. To
build the stab is a repeat of the wing only fewer steps
are necessary. The plans shown the ·singl'e. channel
version, with a dottedline for .the hinge lin~ when
using the elevator control.
'

Use normal precautions on test flying this ZEFIR
2 sailplane. Check the radio for range, even if it
has been used in another R/C glider. Balance at the
C. G. loc:ation {Center of Gravity) as shown on the
plans ~nd if flying in heavy winds, add another 4 oz
of weight for better penetration. Check all surfaces
for warp c:>r twi-sting and are properly aligned on the
fuselage.
First 'test flying should be from shoulder height
with enough forward speed to keep it flying. If there
is a tendEmcy to stall 1 crank in down trim on the
second toss or add weight 1 preferably the latter.
I would be particularly pleased to publish
photos of this model which you have built and ask
that you .s end them in to me when you have completed
your own SZD 19- 2A R/C sailplane.
Post Script
Canopies are pifficult to find for the ZEFIR 2, but
we have located twenty or so, and will make them
availablel for $2.50 postpaid. Don't wait too long
to order, however 1 as we are not certain of a resupply. Sometimes postage on these canopies runs
$. 90 to the East Coast, and that sure is bound to
increase when the Postal Strike is settled and they
agree qn future wages.
ooooooo~oooooooooooooqoooooooooooooooooooooo

. SMILE - It has great face value
0000000()000000000000000000000000000000000000

FUTURE lSSlJES OF THE ZEPHYR WILL HAVE French C-30 'Edelweiss" - 115" wingspan
German " Olympia Meise " - 133" wingspan
Germc:ln "FS-24 Phoenix" - 116" wingspan
Argentinian "Horten IV " flying wing - 156" wing
Camera carrying glider - ·S uper 8mm -movie German "Sirius" - ducted fan powered - size ?
ooooooooooobooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

.,

..

LET'S GO TO THE (GLIDER) RACES

-OR WHO'S GOT SOME DEVCON?

The Santa Cruz R/C Bees Fourth Annual Sailplanes at a time today, probably four tomorrow. We
plane Pylon Race had wide publicity as it has been
need thret~ Lap Counters- probably someone out of the
an annual affair in the springtime since 1966. This
crowd and each contestant needs a co-pilot to call
year they attracted 38 contestants on Saturday. . . .
the turns !for him. The guys on Stand-By (next up) can
mostly from the Bay area, though one contestant from count lapl; if they want to; but do not delay the race.
up Seattle way and your ·Editor from Southern Cal if. lhe co-pillot must retrieve the glider. The pilot takes
The site, perched on the top of a huge sand hill, his transmitter back to the Van with the switch OFF.
overlooked the Pacific Ocean from about 200 feet,
You got to go aro!Jnd the pylon. " concludes the Conso the winds provided good lift ... when they blew. test Director.
Sunset Beach State Park charges an admission of 75c
One of the contestants says, "You keep saying
per car pe~ day, and when the Ranger took my money the glider has to go around the pylon, don't you mean
I was free to travel to the base of the hill to park.
he just ha.s to pass it?"
.<\ccess .to the site, except by foot, w~s p'rohibited,
"Right·, he just has to pass it and the flagman will
so when I arrived th~re, lines of modelers wourid
flag him. See that stick with the orange pennant on
their way up the roughly surfaced road, huffing and it about three fourths of the way down the course?
puffing, burdened with transmitter, tool boxes and
When the glider comes even with that marker, the
assembled glider of various wingspans and colors.
flagman will raise the colored flag, then when your
Bright sunshine turned the cold wind from the ocean glider pas;ses him he will bring it down. This end
into a pleasant qreeze, once one found shelter
pole is both the Start and Finish Line, the model must
among thr smal! pines, or amidst the scrub ·bushes
cross the I ine from -right to !_eft and then re-cross it
that sometimes served to help retain the sand ~n the to finish tlhe race. The Pylon Judge on this end, will
hill .
signify if you have not crossed it by calling 'Cut
Transmitters were placed inside the only vehicle pylon•. · .1\ny questions? Yes?"(pointing to one hand
. allowed on the hill-top, then 't~ree bucks together
in the crowd). ·
with name, frequency, ·glider and club affiliation
"How long is the Count Down?"
gave you the privilege of test flying. First, though '
"It will be a ten numbered Count Down, not with
obtain a ribbon festooned clothes pin from the top
the stop watch but just verbal and will end on a ZERO.
edge of the Ford Van roof which contained the trans- There will be three rounds of flying, with scoring
mitters, which corresponds with your own frequency for points based on 3 points for -1st, two for 2nd, and
flag. Test flying was really inconclusive as there
one for 3rd, when three planes race. When four planes
were no marked pylons and not too much wind with
race add one point to each score. The ten highest
which to "speed" the glider, so after a few laps to
scores will qualify today.for the Finals tomorrow .
check trim, head down wind turn baseleg and try to Those not qualifying today may still enter tomorrow
pick the softest greenest bush for the landing. Hcid
and if they qualify tomorrow morning, can compete
one all chosen but gusty winds knocked the glider
in the Finclls to be flown in the afternoon. "
11
off course, so it is landed ~nywhere. Almost a
How CJbout substituting gliders? 11
controlled crash .
"You c:an substitute gliders IF you have a crack-up.
Now its time for the Official Racing, so all of
But you ccmnot change either wing or stabs from round
the pilots are summoned by t~e Contest Director who to round. In other words, you must keep the same
mounts the back of the Ford as a speakers stand and
configuration allday long. You can race today with
beg ins the Pilots Meeting.
one confi~Juration, disqualify yourself if the weather
"All right, guys, we are going to raise the planes changes or if you so choose, then enter a different
up one at a time and the flagman at the. other end of glider tomorrow. However~ if the wind conditions are
the course will raise a colored flag. We have marked not what >'OU expect and are not suitable for your
off a place to fly and we want you guys _to stay in
Sunday's c:hoice, you eire out of the race if you don't
the area marked. The reason is that tf:le Rangers
qualify. Any more questions? 0. K., then the first
don't want too many of these nice bushes trod on,
race is up and the second is on Stand-By. "
so go aroun~- not over them. The flag colors will
Then followed a general milling around, a check
change from race to race dependi·ng upon your posi- . of ~he wind indicator, which was hovering around 10
tion on the hill. We are going to fly only three
kph, whiclh is 6 mp~. This was marginal lift, so the
ZEPHYR page 11
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with noteable success. Others flew with ful I down
The winner had designed his racer specially for
trim on the transmitter, and about half forward stick,
the contest with a low profile fuselage, a wide low
but was at a disadvantage for the turn sometimes
aspect ratio wing with no dihedral for faster turning
required not 11 up 11 but 11 down" and when pressure was
capabilities, with ailerons and V-tail. Second place
relaxed on the forward stick, the glider would climb
model was also designed for the event and would not
like a "homesick angel", thus killing the forward
stay airborne in less than 18 mph winds according to
the designer. It lacked ailerons, but had an unusualspeed.
Then suddenly in the middle of the fourth race
ly large rudder area. The third place winner was that
of the Finals, the wind dropped to a mild breeze, the
generally by default 1 especially when there were
sun became brighter and the heavier loaded sailplanes
10 models eliminated by mid-air crashes and he won
could hardly make the course. After some hesitation,
by borrowing a wing from the Contest Director.
the Contest Director made the decision to continue
Let me hasten to explain there is no "Builder
the race, and a bare 5 minutes Iater the wind was
of the Model" rule at this contest. In one instance
again blowing at 20 mph, this time blowing directly
Pilot "A" borrowed a plane from Pilot "B", his
friend with whom he was competing directly against.
off-shore and providing excellent Iift.
Racing in the finals is like no other type of sailPilot "A" did not win . . . . but two contestants flying
the same sailplane • • .• ? ?
plane flying. The winners were now acquaihted with
Certainly some concessions were in order because
their own gliders .... the amount of stick pressure to
keep their birds on a straight path in the gusting wind, of the strong winds, and the lack of a suitable place
and had pretty much settled down to concentrated
to Iand . Try Iand ing in scragg Iy bushes res em b Ii ng
. sagebrush with its feet buried in the sand and only
racing. With all senses focused on the flight of the
sailplane in the race, it was go-for-broke all the way. the green tops exposed. Heavier gliders penetrated
As a consequence, by the middle of the Finals, at
beneath the green tops and sometimes would contact
le~t six, if not more, gliders out of 20 were damaged
the hard trunk of the bush beneath .. . wHh damaging
due to mid-air collisions. I counted 9 gliders down at effects. Such laodings are hard on both the bushes
the end of the race, some reduced to "Instant rubb Ie" • and the gliders ..••. especially the gliders over ten
My Elfe had the wing sheared off by Bob Francis's Del pounds.
Gavilan., at a time when we both had high point totals.
This type of racing is not for the glider buff who
One failed to go "down for the count" however . It
nurtures their g Iiders for years at a time, season after
kept on flying with only the forward one· third part of
season, but for the modeler who enjoys a solid bit of
the left half of the all -flying stabilizer, and whats
competition .... yes even showmanship ... for the
more 1 went on the record as a 1st placer for that race . brighter the glider and the more dashing is the pilot,
It was pretty audacious flying and it seemed as though
the better chances of winning the race, at least most
it hardly affected the flying qualities of the glider.
of the other contestants watch him when he is in the
Then came an unusual situation. In the Finals,
air. And don't hesitate to shout words of encouragetwo contestants were on the same frequency, so they
ment when he competes.
This kind of competition requires a complete
could not fly in the race together . Each was launched
and flew against the clock for the 5 laps and the fast- knowledge of your sailplanes capabilities, a big hunk
of skill in piloting, and a devil-may-care attitude
est of the two contestants ( 1 minute 13 seconds) went
about his racer .... WINNING the race is the most
on to fly off for his ~tanding among the winners.
By this time the wind was approaching storm streng- important reason why he is there ...
So the planning for such a race should begin at
th and the high cirrus clouds had dimmed the sun, thus
least
6 months earlier. And at this race, the fourth
making the wind seem colder. The approaching storm
to
be
held since its conception, there is a marked
was clearly visible now in the distance, but there was
only one or two more races yet on the schedule. Then swing toward not flying the "Sunday flier" but real
design work toward the ultimate in racing gliders.
suddenly it was all over.
In my opinion, the next years race will see some
People began to straggle down thec·hillside with
gliders
with variable camber wings, i.e., airfoils
mostly the same load of gliders, tool boxes, etc., and
adjustable
in flight to create a highly undercamber
the photographers were rushing around to get phct·<:)s
wing section, then that same area moved by servo to
of the winners. Strongly enough, all three winners
were from the same South Bay Soaring Society, who
put on a monthly thermal soaring contest.

form a reflex section with high speed capabilities.
Will you be there with your creation? Hope so.
. .... Dale Willoughby, Editor

..
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Launching was delayed for about an hour. Finally
the meter read 15 kph (9 mph) and the Race began.
Three pilots wa Iked down the marked area, three
co-pilots carried the gliders while three Lap Counters
stood behind the co-pilots.
"0. K .•.. Hold your glider up . ..• Got a copilot? Lap Counter? All right. Your color is blue."
To the next man, "Need a Lap counter? Got one?
0. K .... your color is red." After he held up his
g Iider and watched the distant flagman wave a flag.
"Ready? All set. Your color is yellow."
"Wait a minute ... Need some tape for this nose.
Now I'm ready."
"All ready?" All pilots assent. "Maintain your
present position on the hill, do not get into the area
behind the yellow line as it will interfere with the
Pole Judge 1 Co-pilot can .launch for you.. He also
can re-launch for you if you go down."
"Any time limit?" from one of the pilots .
"No time limit, but be reasonable, the Race must
go on ; O.K. Launch at will . "_
Three sailplanes whistle slightly as the co-pilots
launch. One runs, one heaves and the other holds
the nose down and walks into the wind to the very
edge of the hill and lets the glider slide into the updraft. Slowly they climb into the wind, each in a
different direction, the sun sparkling the waves the
freshened breeze had kicked up, and soon all were
high and circling behind the Starting Pole.
"A II ready? " the ca II goes out. . . and three
responses indicate the race is about to start.
"Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four,
three, two 1 one, ZERO ..... Good start, its an
official race". And now the airborne sailplanes, once
high and slow in flight, are pushed over into a dive
headed for the -pylon about 500 feet away. Had one
sailplane crossed the line (imaginary) projected into
the ocean at the Starting Pole prior to the time the
ZERO was reached, he was required to circle back
and again cross the line AFTER the ZERO was pronounced. Such a "no-no" can take time and in seve~
al cases cost the pilot who jumped the gun the race.
The Iift is slight because the wind 1 though fresh,
is coming at an angle to the face of the cliff 1 so the
pilots must turn the gliders carefully and try not to
lose precious altitude. One huge sailplane comes by
the pit area, hits the sighting pole on the very tip of
the wing (another half a foot and it would have missed
the pole entirely) and the glider goes into a very flat
spin and hits the ground with a thud .•. no damage .
The co-pilot hastily retrieved it, holds it aloft for

One co-pi lot, a three year veteran of the races,
in a calm even voice tells his pilot, "Keep her
coming ... good, turn." A few seconds later he
cauti a>r.~s, "The flag is up, take it easy, turn ...
nice . . Go outside of the red bird. "
From some bystanders. . . "Oh 1 oh", as two
gliders coli ide, one heading for the side of the cliff
minus both wings . Making a graceful arc into the
side of the hill, it bounces down the steep slopes to
disappear from sight in the greenery. The wings, one
damaged and the other intact, are blown Iike falling
leaves up over the hill side. Once out of the lift
spiral down into the green bushes near the access road.
The other g.lider w ith one wing panel dang Iing and
only held by the silk, quickly disappears in a wide
arc over the sandy beach .
Again comes the ca lm urgent voice, " Keep going,
keep going, ready, turn. 1' and silence for a few
seconds, then again tersely, "The flag is up, ready,
turn . Come straight down wind, this is your last lap.
You're coming in good, now dive and zoom back to
the pole . . .. you have just won yourself a race .....
you've won . .• Nice race ~ Bring it over there and
I'll get it."
This same kind of action goes on race after race 1
with the sun now over head, now beginning to shine
into eye·s on launching . .. . getting lower and closer
to the shining blue sea.
Now the wind has freshened and is gusting to
nearly 20 mph making headway against the force of
the wind a slow and tedious process, especially for the
sailplanes with undercambered airfoils. Far out to
sea, in the haze of sa It spray, the c Iouds are darker
over the horizon, forte II ing rain. The whitecaps get
more numerous and more distinctive on the water
below 1 the roar of the surf ~- increases, but the races
go on.
Soon the pre I im inary races are over, the contestants given a 20 minute lunch break. During this
time the top ten from Saturday's race are combined
with the top ten of Sunday's race, and sorted according to frequencies so as to get four models in the air
at one time. With that many fly -i ng at one time, the
heats are flown in less than 2~ minutes, so the Finals
move right along timewise. And the tension mounts.
The dark clouds are closer on the horizon, but
still the sun shines and the wind has now picked up.
TheW ind indicator is steady at 24 mph and some
contestants are furtively balancing additional weight
in the hand, trying to determine just how much to
add and still remain airborne. For the record, one

a quick check of the controls by the pilot, and heaves
it off f·o:- continue the race •• • losing about 10 seconds .

contestant added 14 ounces of lead and a pair of
Ford pliers (7 ounces) to the nose of his 10ft glider

Letters Of Interest
"Dear Dale, Enclosed find my check for $15.00for a subscription to the "ZEPHYR".
I want to thank you for help in getting me back into
R/C (and R/C gliding). Your story in SOARING a
couple of years ago was very inspiring. Shortly after
your story appeared I ran into Walt Good at our annual
EAA Fly-in at Rockford. I had flown R/C with him and
others in the late fortys before getting so involved in
soaring and later EAA. At any rate Walt just "happen"
to have his KURWI 33 with him and showed it to me.
Boy, was I impressed with it and the new propor tiona!
gear. To make a long story short - with your story and
Walt's KURWI, I was hooked '~
I have (I ike most) Iim ited time to fly but I have
been flying my version of Owen Kampen's WINDSONG
102" wing with an "09 COX" on power pod. It has
been very enjoyable and just last week I had my first
soaring flight of 12 minutes. It is a real thrill to fly
R/C gliders in thermals and "see" the results.
As a beginner in this new and exciting sport, I think
It can go a long way.
I want to thank you and wish you well with the
wonderful job you and others are doing in the Soaring
of R/C sailplanes. This type of flying cannot be a
"fad" as it is a sport of pilot against the unknown elements of the particular day. This flat country is not
like California but we still can have a ball."
Sincere Iy yours,
Ken Flag lor,
FLAGLOR AIRCRAFT
1550 Sanders Road
Northbrook, ILL 60062
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Dear Dale - " You may be interested to know that
while stationed in Eastern North Dakota, I built and
flew a highly modified MISTRAL for three years. Since
there are no hills in that country all flying was done on
thermals. For this reason I wanted as light a wing-loading as possible. I gained this by using a lifting stabilizer, a bu i It-up rudder and a 50 to 60% C. G .
First flightsvere by Hi-Start and later ones by use
of an electric winch. Since space was no problem, I
used 1500 ft of 60# monofi Iament for a tow I i ne. Several launches were piggy-back on a SMOG HOG.
On unstable days with little wind (rare) several
hours of lovely flight time were logged. In fact. one
afternoon seven hours were logged with 5 launches~
The longest thermal flight I recorded was 1 hour, 20
minutes and 40 seconds. The MISTRAL was finally
destroyed when a battery cell failed.
I am particularly interested in trying conditions
ZEPHYR
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here. The Seattle Skyport is across the field from
me and full size sailplanes ridge and wave soar all
around the area. The main problem for slope soaring models is finding a suitable landing area (trees
and stumps). Thermal Soaring presents no problem
area-wise because we have the run of 250 acres
of fields. I am looking forward to receiving the
CIRRUS . If there are any delays let me know.
Phillip N. Pearson
21809 SE 56th Street
Issaquah, WN 98027
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Just after Christmas last year, I received a rather
unusual letter from Eng land, requesting perm iss ion
to ship tome a 14ft scale model sailplane. So I
wrote back that probably no other area in the
United States affords more flight time than Southern
California ... with its slopes and thermals. And
not hearing from them rather dismissed it from my
mind . • . not really ... just mildly piqued at no
immediate answer .
Then yesterday I opened a bulky package with
5 photos (slides and not readily reproducable) with
the following letter.
"Dear Mr. Willoughby - Thank you very mU:::h
indeed for your cheery letter/magazine of early
March.
Now to the HP-14 .~ We have spent the winter
sorting it out ... its development is beginning to
resemble the full size .... having to cover every
structural item by a comfortable margin. Two major
problems have meant the re-making of fuselage molds
and aileron/flap molds - hence the delay.
The first problem was the fact that we could not
turn it~ The ailerons had a 2:1 differential butnothing~
Three wrecked aircraft later we springstopped the ailerons for up only and we were on the
way, but it meant the re-drawing/making the intergral torque levers, more time lost. It now has the
flattest turn you've seen and does not drop a wing
no matter how bad the stall ... ~
Problem #2 - Rudder useless ~ So we re-made
pattern/molds with smaller fin, larger rudder and now
we have a turn; of sorts. However, we shall leave
it there and see what you think. We hope to send
you a pre-production HP-14 (14ft wingspan) within
8 weeks and will Air Freight it for speed. Etc.
Sincerely,
Geoffrey Hindley
HINDLEY & VINTI, ltd
London, England

NEW

SAILPLANES

FK3
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Fk3
The Fk 3 was developed by the
Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke
as a single-seater high-performance
glider of the open class. Series
production commenced in the
VFW Speyer plant a few months
ago.
All structural p~!rts of the Fk 3 are
of metal; it is specifically designed
for bad weather conditions, having
retractable landing gear and
fixtures for installing two 50-kp
water tanks in the wings as ballast.
Technical data of the Fk 3: wing
span 17.4 m, length 7.2 m, wing
area 13.8 sq. m, maximum speed
270 km/h under all weather
conditions, minimum rate of
descent 0.5 m/sec., glide ratio at
88 km/h 42.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Wingspan
58 ft
Wing area
153 sq. ft.
Aspect ratio
22: 1
Full span flaps- Variable -10°to+l5°
Water ballast (2 - 55# • ~~.je ttisionable)
L/D maximum
42 at 55 mph
1.65 fps at 40 mph
Minimum sink Placed 10· that 1969 U.S. Nationals with
Harro Wodl at the controls.

Photo and datct courtesy of -

IIFilii

Verelnlgte Flugtechnlsche Werke GmbH. Hauptabtellung Information • 28 Bremen 1 .
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SCHWEIZER SGS 1-34 SAILPLANE

Kit FS-26 Span 8ft. 2'!. in. Area 615 Sq. in. Wgt. 2'/• lbs. !less R/ Cl Scale 2 in. = 1ft.

CAN BE FLOWN WITH SINGLE CHANNEL THRU FULL HOUSE R/C

A towhook forevuy

.

"
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WORLD RECORD

•

TRIALS• FAI

The Tustin Model Club will sponsor World Record
Trials for R.C Gliders- FAI Class F3B- Category 25Distance in a Straight Line AND Category 26 -Height
(Altitude} on 29 and 30 May 1970. Site of the Trials
will be El Mirage Dry Lake, a perfectly flat and dry
lake bed about five miles long and at least two miles
wide; situated near the famous El Mirage Field. Next
August (11-21) the Notional Soaring Championships
will be held at El Mirage Field, (California). The
Tustin Model Club will provide an electric winch, HiStarts and tow lines which will not exceed 300 meters.
Arrangements have been completed for a full size
Chase aircraft for Altitude (Height) flights and portable barographs will also be furnished. The event will
be sanctioned by the AMA and participants must be
current AMA members with a valid FCC license for
radio operation AND must pre-register prior to 20 May
by sending the $4.00 towing fee to Tustin Model Club,
14695 Candeda Place, Tustin, CA., 92680.
Flying will begin at 8 a.m. on both days and
cease at dusk .•.• NO sport flying will be permitted
at the Record Trials site. Memorial Day falls on a
Saturday this year and normally the day before a Notional hoi iday on Saturday is observed on Friday.
In this area, dust devils and visible thermals go
to 10,000 ft. The temperature in late May also goes
to above 100°. Bring your own binoculars or tracking devices. There will be a certified barograph on
the chose aircraft for the altitude trials. The cost of
the Cessna Skyhowk to record your altitude has been
fixed by the pilot at $15.00 per hour. Please state
your frequency when sending the registration. It is
anticipated that once the frequencies are sorted out
simulantoneous launches will be .possible at the peak
of the best thermal conditions.
Contest Director will be Dale Willoughby, AMA
4277, current holder of the World's Speed Record for
R/C gliders. Complete FAI rules governing the conduct of.·the FAt Record Trials are available from the
Academy of Model Aeronautics, 1239 Vermont Ave, ·
N W 1 Washington, D.C., 20005 ($1.00} or will be
available for reference at the Dry Lake.
At the time of writing, the World's Record for
Category 26- Height- stood at 4, 908ft which was
set in 1968 by Ray Smith of Silver Spring, MD. The
World's Record for Distance -Category 25 is now in
America (tenotively} and was set by Gerald Martin,
details which appear on pages 3 and 4 of this issue.
On 18 April members of the Tustin Model Club
visited El Mirage Dry Lake in preparation of holding
the FA I Record Trials, found that after 12 noon, the
surface winds were strang enough to break up the then
forming thermsds. Prior to that ..time, thermals were

HEIGHT ANC DISTANCE

abundant and fairly strong. The group arrived at 9
a.m., and found the sun shining nicely. Dale Willoughby, the Editor, was one of the first to put up
his CIRRUS R/C sailplane via Hi-Start to about 400
ft altitude and found a 6 minute thermal. By the
time he had landed, Dan Hill and AI Mitchell had
flown into the area and landed the Cessna 150 Skyhawk on -the flat bed of the dry lake. With this
aircraft o•n hand, which has been chosen for the
chase air,c raft to record altitude and calibrate the
precise height above the ground, Dale Willoughby
launched again .... this time for only a 4 minute
; flight.
Then came the briefing of the Tustin Model Club
members as to their respective duties and then a few
"dummy runs" were made. Again Dale's Cirrus was
launched and found a thermal right off the top of the
tow. Dave Stefan radioed the Pilot, Don Hill, on
the portable Bayside radio, to toke off immediately.
AI Sargeo::mt kept the binoculars handy while he
watched the circling CIRRUS. As soon as the pilot
hdd taken off with his bock to the circling CIRRUS,
by radio he was advised as to the exact location of
t(:le glider 1 and soon reported by radio he had it in
Sight.
The CIRRUS was travelling fast down wind, even
though in a thermal and circling, so it was necessary
fo; Dave s.tefan (with his portable radio) I AI Sargeant
With the h1gh powered binoculars, and Doug Voider
carrying the portable radio, to pile into the Yolkswagon House car, driven by Dove Anderson, TM'C
Presiden1·, and follow the glider down wind. Of
course space was no problem as the dry lake bed is
perfectly· flat for 4 miles down wind from the launch
site. As soon · as the Volkswagen would catch up
with the Cirrus, all would dismount to keep the
glider in view and to advise the pilot about its location.
NevE~r exceeding the height of the CIRRUS 1 the
pilot of the SKYH AWK found it easier to keep the
glider in view by flying on oblong race-track course,
rothern than a constant banking circle. Thru the
use of three Thermals Dole Willoughby managed to
keep the CIRRUS up for 40 ininutes 1 but never
exceeding 3,300 feet. At about that altitude the
thermals lost their Iift and dissopated. He managed
to get one leg on his Level Ill League o(Silent
Flight Ce!rtificate for the flight.
Increasingly strong winds kept most of the other
gliders there limited to not over 7 minutes, mostly
because ()f the down wind drift. Then by noon it
was impossible to find any strong thermals. Don
Hill, a commercial pilot,
predicts higher temperature mnge in Iate May wi II resu It in more vert icle thermals.

,
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R.C. GLIDER CONTEST AT

GLENVIEW

NATS FINALIZED

Rules ror use at the 1970 National ExEertmental R/C Soaring event
l)The purpose or this competitive event is to obtain maximum flight duration from an efficiently designed aircraft
and skilled piloting.
2)All contestants will be required tm hold valid AMA and FCC
licen~es for entry in this AMA sanctioned competition.
)}Aircraft requirements:
Maximum weight
* Maximum are&
* Minimum area loading
* MaximUm area loading

*

11.00 Pounds
16.146 square feet
3.95 oz/sq. ft. 2.75 oz/100 sq. in.
24.51 oz/sq. ft.

Note: area is TOTAL projected area of wing, horizontal stabilizer and elev~tor.

4)Aircraft clas~es:
Class "A"-Gliders with 750 sq. in. of area or less.
Class "B"•Gliders with over 750 sq. in. of area.
5)Entry fee:
$3.00 per event. Contestants may enter both classes
only if two separate and complete ships are used.
6)Launching methods:
All flights must be launched by hi-start line or gaselectric powered winch.
Active length of winch line or stretched length of
hi-start line will be a maximum of 984.3 feet (300 meters)
when wind direction and field conditions permit.
7)Contest procedures:
a.At the start ot' the contest all transmitters will be
impounded and issued only for official flights.
b.Flight order for each two days will be determined
by drawing lots.
c.Flying will be done in rounds with the number per
day limited only by time, weather, and C.D.•s discretion.
d·. Winners in each class will be determined by their
high point total of their best three flights of each
day. Only flights in a completed round will be used
for determining the winners.
8)Scoring:
a.Maximum flight time will be 15 minutes with one point
awarded for each second duration.
b.One point per second will be deducted for flight time
over the 15 minute maximum.
c.Timing will start when the launch line releases from
·the model.
d.lOO points will be awarded for landing within a 15 foot
diameter circle and 50 points for landing within a
30 foot diameter circle.
1970 Soaring Newsletter
For further information, including entry blanks - P.O.Box 49D
a list of rules please advise those interested to Plainfield, Illinois 60544
send a STAMPED, SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE to:
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GHOST FIVE -Part 2

By Major Otter Stensbol, Norwegian ~r Force

This number 5 in the Ghost-series '''as :intended to be an experimer.tal
thermal soarer with some slope capRbilitiAs. I decided to use a
laminar wing-section to find out how this would work out compar-:-~
~ith orthodox sections like the under-cambered type. Tn~ aeneral
layout of the Ghost-family was naturally retained as there ar~ ~~
:-cason t0 change this aerodynamical/mathematical solution of the
laid down req u irem~nts to flying pcrfo:r~ances.
It should be noted that this particular model has a ve~y snort
Euch a short couple the theoretical perform~ncas in
flight should be the best possible. The present
design, hl"l:•:cv<?.r, can easily be changed into a "normal type" by
increasing the mnm~nt-a~m and siMultaneously reduce tail-area •
But such reduction in tail-area must be done according to proven
formulaes such as:
mo~ent-nrm. !~th
circling ther~al

•

~!o111ent

Put

anr =

"I<"

~ ino area x Mean wingchord
Taii area x A factor "K"

for this type and size of a model to !<=140 and you are s2fe.

------------

Some data on "Ghost 5" :

236 em

\'Jingspan
v;ir.g area

54 ctm

2

.[ncidet'lce

+ 30

V!;:;.sh-ont

~ ~

Wing-section

NACA 65-414

0

{along the elliptic3l wing-tip only!)

Tail-span

80 em

Tc'.il-area

9 1 7 dm

Incidence

• 10

Controls

RET

Flying weight

1600 gra.m

\'ling loading

Approx. 29 gr/dm

Flying speed.

.\pprox. 6 m/sec

2

2

Calculated Reyhnolds-number with these data ( V
( R

= 70

=4

VQ. • 0,8) and

x V x C) equals 109 200. Very easy to adjustFover a

wide R-area.
The adventages obtained with a laminar section like NAC..I\ 65-414
are many. First of all this wing can be used for both thermal-flights
and slope-soaring with only minor trim-changes in Cg. Naturally,
the physical strength must be granted1 Secon, this NACA 65-414 is
ideally suited for trim-able trailing edge (almost like "flaps") in
order to increase performances in circling flight. Such a "flex-able"
trailing edge of a wing-section will no doubt be a common feature
very soon1 With modern proportional soaring birds we will definetly
see some really ~ine flying performances along these lines.
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2.
"Ghost 5" is a typical "short-couple" type and should be trimmed
out quite carefully. It should also be appreciated that such
a design must be light, so please take care during the building
stages.
For those who prefer a ready-made fuselage inste.3.d of" a t~dious,
orthodo~' build-up,

I can recomend a FOKA-fuselage. Cnly minor

changes in the tail-section are necessary in order to adopt this

ur.

particular fuselage to the standard "Ghost 5" - set
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4. Reinforce the center section of the wing on
the model glider used for experiments.
5. Don't be afraid of these Baby Monsters, but
do give them the respect they deserve.
Dust Devils Iiterally can Iift roofs off of houses
and have been know~ to even pick Pack Rats up
from the desert floor. Rats have a high terminal
velocity, by the way. The Dust Devil often times
tops out well above 15,000 feet . . ... Did anyone
say 1 11 Raining rats and dogs?''
Once again, I feel that we can learn to use
even this natural marvel to our advantage just as
we have learned to use slope, wave and thermal
I ift.
Give it a try and let us know how you come
out •.•...... Please passthe Epoxy ...... . ...•.
Sheldon E. Gingerich
1221 East Helen Street
Tucson, AZ 85703
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GLIDER GOODIES & NOTES
CIRRUS KIT by GRAUPNER -Word received by the
Graupner factory in Germany concerning improvements in the CIRRUS R/C Sailplane kit being imported by several firms including Nelson Model Products, 1414 W . Winton Avenue, Hayward, Ca.,
94545 and Willoughby Enterprises, indicating the
next production run of the kit will have:
A. A new injection molded frarre ~for : the canppy in I ieu of the present plywood frame-work,
which will save time and provide a stronger canopy
assembly.
B. The nose has been redesigned to strengthen
the canopy latch area, and prevent the canopy from
popping off on hard landings.
C. Re-design of the fuselage shells and tail
boom has reinforced the nose by the addition of
more flow - ribs parallel to the push rods. Als:>the
tail boom has been thickened slightly to add more
strength.
D. The plugs which hold the wings snug to the
fuselage and have on occasion snapped off, have
had a n additional area in the shank portion to keep
the round plug from turning. Now if they can come
up with something to keep the wing wires from rotating, most of the problems will be solved.
One thing your Editor can say about the Graupner firm, I ike the Volkswagen, every so often an
improvement is made that really is a natural •.• •

WINDSPEIL kit by ROWAN
Nelson Model Products, Inc., iFu'rnished the new
Rowan kit of Germany's well known R/C glider
expert .• Detlev Draheim of Munich, Germany. This
kit sel-.ls for $57.50 in the United Sirates and is available only thru Nelson Model Produt::ts.
The fiberglass fusela·ge is real l ight weight (12
ounces with canopy) and is smoothlly finished .. will
look nice without paint . This compares with the
KURW I 68 fuse Iage at 10 ounces .
The translation of the building i nstructions in
Eng Iish is considerably abbreviated, however, the
plans are so well detailed the avewge model builder
could build the WINDSPIEL by reference to the plans
alone. The only difficulty would be the mounting of
the servos and receiver .
The wing section is a modified !Eppler E-385 air.:.:
foil which is undercambered, but dt:>es not match the
curve at the trailing edge . Also it is somewhat thicker
overall. Like the KURWI 68 wing, the WINDSPIEL
wing has many parts, all pre-cut from good wood.
The wing plans have rib positions shown outside the
wing area proper so it is possible to I ine up wing ribs
accurately every time.
Right and left wing panels are shown full size,
as are the all.:.flying stabilizers. However, the wing
panels must be joined by cutting thta plan and rejoining the sections. With a wingspan of 111 11 and
area of 769~ square inches the win~J loading can be
kept below 10 ounces/square foot ilF light weight R/C
equipment is used. Die cutting of irhe ribs and other
parts from real firm 2mm balsa is excellent. Each rib
on the balsa sheet could be merely pushed out without
any further cutting. Ribs 1, la, 2, and 3 must be cut
from plywood stock using the rib patterns s·hown full
size on the plans .
The most attractive feature of the WINDSPIEL kit
was the uniqu;e aileron linkage tha!r provided a positive break-a-way capabi Iity even though the wings are
fastened with the wire/ tubing combination, held by
a rubber band. Jerry Nelson mentioned that these
aileron linkage parts will be available separately for
the "scratch builder 11 •
Many of the small parts were pre-fabricated and I
predict that the Rowan WINDSPIEL kit will be much in
demand in the major slope soaring Clreas that require a
lite-weight R/C glider capable of tight turns, or in
aerobatic competition. As for thermal competition,
I watched the designer fly his in competition in Germany
last June, and had he found a strong thermal, he may
have won the event • •• but I feel this g Iider needs a
strong thermal to compete with othElrsr fairly •
••••• DaleWillt:>ughby ....... ..
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